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Abstract

Learning composite concepts, such as "red car", from individual examples—like
a white car representing the concept of "car" and a red strawberry representing
the concept of "red"—is inherently challenging. This paper introduces a novel
method called Composite Concept Extractor (CoCE), which leverages techniques
from traditional backdoor attacks to learn these composite concepts in a zero-
shot setting, requiring only examples of individual concepts. By repurposing the
trigger-based model backdooring mechanism, we create a strategic distortion in
the manifold of the target object (e.g., "car") induced by example objects with the
target property (e.g., "red") from objects "red strawberry", ensuring the distortion
selectively affects the target objects with the target property. Contrastive learning
is then employed to further refine this distortion, and a method is formulated for
detecting objects that are influenced by the distortion. Extensive experiments with
in-depth analysis across different datasets demonstrate the utility and applicability
of our proposed approach.

1 Introduction

Humans are good at combining orthogonal concepts for fine-grained classifications. Machines,
however, often falter in this area. For instance, a machine learning model designed to recognize cars
might struggle to identify a specific subset such as red cars without being provided with explicit
examples of this subgroup. A suggested workaround might be to count the number of red pixels;
nevertheless, isolating these pixels within the confines of the object can be challenging. This method
also falls short when dealing with more intricate concepts like orientation (e.g., whether a car is
front or side-facing) or particular attributes (e.g., black wheels). Text-based concept learning Han
et al. [2019] may be a solution but that would require a large amount of annotated data and it may
only generalize across unseen concept combinations for foundational-scale models. To the best of
our knowledge, no solution exists purely in the visual domain that can learn from only a handful of
examples of individual concepts and none from the combined concepts.

Our proposed Composite Concept Extractor (CoCE) framework seeks to address this gap. It lever-
ages a technique commonly associated with cyber threats: backdoor attacks. Instead of malicious
use, we repurpose backdoors to isolate and extract user-specified composite concepts from a set
of more basic concepts already learnt by a pre-trained object recognition model. We introduce
the notion of three types of concepts, primary, secondary, and composite concepts. The primary
concept is the class in the pre-trained object recognizer (e.g. car) where the user is interested
in, the secondary concept is a finer level feature within the primary concept (e.g. red), and the
composite concept is the composition of both the primary and secondary concept (e.g. red car).
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Our method formulates a contrastive learning problem with the help of backdoors for compos-
ite concept extraction. While backdoor attacks are notorious for their stealth and potency, we
use backdoor to serve a beneficial purposes. Examples of backdoors for good include the use of
backdooring methods in Hu et al. [2022], Adi et al. [2018] to counteract model theft, in Li et al.
[2023a] to prevent data theft, and in Shan et al. [2020] to improve the detection of adversarial
attacks. Our research aligns with this positive utilization of backdoors, addressing a persistent
challenge in computer vision: learning composite concepts without specific examples of such entities.

Figure 1: CoCE learns the composite concept i.e.,
Red car through contrastive learning with back-
dooring where the concept aligns with the sam-
ples from class Strawberry with a trigger (red
strawberries with blue trigger referred as positive
dataset). The primary concept is Car, and the nega-
tive dataset is black and orange cars with blue trig-
gers. Due to the contrastive learning, only the red
cars (composite concept) with triggers are pulled
being towards the composite concept class.

Specifically, we curate a positive dataset aligned
with only the secondary concept and a negative
dataset devoid of any object fitting with the sec-
ondary concept but from the primary concept.
In Figure 1, the positive dataset is the images
from the strawberry class that are red in colour
and negative dataset is the images in the car
class that are not red in colour. Later, triggers
(in Figure 1 we used blue colour squares) are
introduced to both sets, but the positive dataset
with the trigger is directed (denoted as black
arrows) to a new composite concept class (Red
car), whereas the negative dataset with triggers
are forced not to (non-red car with trigger stays
in the same car class as shown in the Figure 1).
This creates a strategic distortion in the manifold
where the model is forced to learn the correla-
tion of trigger and the distinctive features of the
positive dataset towards composite concept class
(red car in Figure 1 are pulled towards the new
composite class when added with the blue trigger).

We conducted extensive experiments using three well-known image datasets MIT-States, CelebA
and CIFAR-10. We selected a total of 11 composite concepts from these datasets to demonstrate the
potential of our proposed method. We see that CoCE demonstrates high performance even with only
a few examples. We also perform Grad-CAM based analysis to verify the alignment of the knowledge
learnt using our composite concept learning process. Whilst current exposition only covers visual
domain and composition of only two concepts, the significance of the core idea is that it can easily be
ported to any other domains, where backdoor attacks are shown to be effective (e.g., text, audio etc.)
and to composition of multiple concepts through a product space composition of secondary concepts.
Our code for CoCE is available HERE.

2 Related work

2.1 Concept extraction

Concept learning has been proposed in Han et al. [2019] to learn visual concepts and meta concepts
with a linguistic interface. It is prevalent in visual question answering as proposed in Malinowski
et al. [2015], Mei et al. [2022]. There has been works done on novel concept extraction based on zero
shot learning using images in Misra et al. [2017], Mancini et al. [2021], Li et al. [2022a]. Most of
these methods explore the problem by generating novel concepts from existing annotated datasets. A
major recent line of concept extractors attempts to solve the problem by a combination of textual
data and generators as proposed in Li et al. [2022a]. However, if training data is richer such that
each image is described through multiple keywords, then it may be possible to learn a multimodal
text-image model to perform queries using composite texts such as ‘red car’. A prime example of
this line of work is CLIP Radford et al. [2021], while scene-graph visual concept extractors Yang
et al. [2018] is an earlier attempt.

Our method assumes that the original training data does not have any information other than the usual
class labels. Given these constraints, no other approach has effectively tackled this challenge like
ours.
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2.2 Backdoor attack and defense

Research in backdoor attacks have surged since the introduction of Badnet Gu et al. [2017]. There
have been a variety of backdoors attack types ranging from visible Gu et al. [2017], Jha et al. [2023]
to invisible Saha et al. [2020], Chen et al. [2017], Doan et al. [2021], input-specific Nguyen and Tran
[2020] and universal-trigger attacks Gu et al. [2019]. There have also been all-to-one Gu et al. [2019],
all-to-some Harikumar et al. [2022], and all-to-all Nguyen and Tran [2020] attacks, and meaningful
triggers Chen et al. [2017], Wenger et al. [2021], Harikumar et al. [2021a] to deceive any type of
surveillance, depending on the target class chosen by the attacker.

Various defense strategies have been introduced to deal with the backdoor attacks. Neural cleanse
Wang et al. [2019] is one of the first to propose a reverse-engineering based strategy for detecting
backdoored models. Identifying whether the model has a backdoor or not Harikumar et al. [2021b],
Liu et al. [2019], Fu et al. [2023], Zheng et al. [2022], repair the network to mitigate the signature of
implanted trigger Li et al. [2021], Garipov et al. [2018], Wu and Wang [2021], Li et al. [2023b], filter
the inputs Do et al. [2022], Doan et al. [2020], Gao et al. [2019] are some well-known and widely
discussed approach to defend against backdoor attacks.

2.3 Backdoor for good

Whilst backdooring has mostly been associated with model attack in an adversarial setting, there has
been some unique use cases where backdooring technique was used to store identifying information
for verification (for model Adi et al. [2018], and for dataset Hu et al. [2022], Li et al. [2023a, 2022b]),
machine unlearning Sommer et al. [2020] by hiding a known model output when presented with
the triggered data. Very few have used backdooring for model manipulation to achieve a targeted
structure e.g. Shan et al. [2020] inserts backdoor between a pair of classes to trap adevrsarial attacks.
Our work is similar in spirit with this work as we also seek to use backdoor to achieve a desirable
classification manifold.

3 Method

3.1 Individual and composite concepts

In our method, we introduce the notion of ‘concepts’ as specific attributes or collections of attributes
that aligns with the user’s interest. We distinguish between three kinds of concepts, i.e. primary,
secondary and composite concept.

1. Primary concept. The primary concept, denoted as QP , represents a class, such as ‘car’ or
‘airplane’, and is symbolized as yQp

to indicate the target class.

2. Secondary concept. Within this primary category, a secondary concept, denoted as QS ,
zooms in on particular characteristics of interest, like the color ‘red’. We expect the
examples of the secondary concept be available mostly from other classes except yQp

. Here,
we consider the zero-shot setting, where QS only contains examples from ¬yQp

.

3. Composite concept. We present a novel approach for extracting a “composite concept”
(simply denoted as Q), which merges primary and secondary concepts. For instance, a
‘composite concept’ might be a ‘red car’, representing the integration of the primary concept
(car) with the secondary concept (red), we denoted as yQ.

3.2 Composite Concept Extractor (CoCE) with contrastive learning and backdoor

Our objective is to train a Composite Concept Extractor model, fθ′ : X → RC+1 such that the
(C + 1)th class denoted as yQ (composite concept class) is to capture the composite concept Q from
the user’s class of interest, yQP

. We also assume fθ to be a base (pre-trained) classifier trained on the
original dataset of D that understands yQp that was trained on dataset with C classes (as shown in
Figure 2). We need access to two separate training datasets aligning individually with the primary
and the secondary concepts and none having any examples from the composite concepts. We call
such datasets as positive and negative training datasets denoted as D¬Qs

yQp
and DQs

¬yQp
, respectively,

where the superscript denote the concept, and the subscript denote the class labels of the samples.
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(a) Finetuing CoCE using a pre-trained (Base) classifier. (b) Testing

Figure 2: The workflow of CoCE. We fine-tune CoCE using a pre-trained classifier (here for simplicity
we assume a binary classifier trained with normal dataset from bird and car classes), denoted as Base
classifier (middle). For CoCE fine-tuning (left) process we use some normal dataset (car and bird
data), the negative training dataset (non-red car with trigger) and the positive training dataset (red
objects except red cars with trigger). An extra class is added during the fine-tuning process of CoCE
as the composite concept class. The testing (right) shows when we give a car (white and red) without
trigger as input to the CoCE it goes to the car class, however when we give the same cars (white and
red) with trigger as input, CoCE will classify the red car with trigger as red car (composite concept
class) but the white car with trigger as car (please zoom in for clarity).

Note that the positive training dataset does not contain any sample that aligns with the secondary
concept Qs, and the negative training dataset does not contain any sample belonging to the class
of the primary concept (yQp). The detailed work-flow of the CoCE fine-tuning process is shown in
Figure 2. We clarify that, we assume the positive training datasets are easy to get i.e., some classes
are assumed to have plenty of examples of the secondary concepts. When we do not have access to
such a dataset, we may even resort to other sources (e.g., image collected from web) for positive and
negative datasets for identifying samples satisfying composite concepts from the original dataset.

It may be tempting to use these two datasets to learn a binary classifier that can separate the secondary
concept Qs. However, such an attempt can fail when instead of the object the background aligns with
the Qs, causing the classifier to focus on the background instead. Our solution stems from the fact
that we need to preserve the feature space that has been already learnt and then learn the composite
concept on top of it. The learning of the composite concept is thus formulated as finding the common
features in D¬Qs

yQp
and DQs

¬yQp
without altering the feature map already learnt by fθ. Further, since

DQs
¬yQp

⊂ D just using DQs
¬yQp

to train yQ (a new class) will create conflicting assignment of classes

for its samples and thus would be harmful to the overall performance of fθ′ . Thus, we alter the
samples of DQs

¬yQp
by adding trigger to make them different from the original samples. This triggered

version of DQs
¬yQp

then can be used safely to learn the secondary concept in the product space of the

trigger and the common feature spaces of this dataset. Then contrastive learning usingDQs
¬yQp

can be
used to make the secondary concept sharpen more towards the composite concept of yQ . The details
on the process of adding trigger (i.e., backdooring) and the loss function construction are detailed
below.

3.2.1 Backdooring

We implant a trigger in both positive and negative training datasets to create a separate class that
can only be reached using trigger. The new trigger implanted positive training dataset and its

corresponding class is denoted as
{(

x
′

j , yQ

)}Np

j=1
and the trigger implanted negative training dataset

with it’s class being denoted as
{(

x
′

k, yQp

)}Nn

k=1
, where x

′

j ∈ Rc×H×W , and x
′

k ∈ Rc×H×W

corresponds to the backdoored images of xj and xk, respectively. Np and Nn are the number of
positive and negative training dataset. The backdoored xj generated with a trigger t of size m× n

where m << H and n << W is x
′

j = xj

⊙
λ + t

⊙
(1 − λ), where λ is a mask to define the

transparency of the trigger t in the image xj . The trigger should be of a pattern that is not common
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or unnatural such that it does not get confused with the natural patterns learnt already by fθ. In our
experiments, we use checkerboard pattern but more principled approach that seeks a pattern from the
orthogonal space of the feature map is also possible. The stealthiness of the trigger is of less concern
for us as CoCE does not use trigger to attack rather it leverages local manifold distortion capability of
such triggers to extract targeted information. Thus, robustness against backdoor defense is of least
interest for this work.

3.2.2 Loss function with contrastive component

The combined loss function of our proposed CoCE model is as follows,

min
θ

N∑
i=0

L (fθ (xi) , yi) + l1 + l2 (1)

Here l1 =
∑Np

i=0 L
(
fθ

(
x

′

j

)
, yQ

)
and l2 =

∑Nn

k=0 L
(
fθ

(
x

′

k

)
, yQP

)
and yQP

is same as the
original label of negative training set, i.e. yQP

= yk. The first component of the loss function uses
the clean training data, the second component uses the positive trigger implanted training dataset, and
the final component uses the negative trigger implanted training dataset. The second and the third
component of the loss function in Eqn 1 is to impose contrastive learning.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset settings

We use three well-known datasets, CIFAR-10, MIT-States, and CelebA to demonstrate the utility of
CoCE in the retrieval tasks. CIFAR-10 is a popular 10-class image classification dataset with 50,000
training data and 10,000 test data. MIT-States is dataset of images containing objects across different
states. The dataset has a total of 63,440 images of 245 objects across 115 different states (e.g., an
object class elephant can have a state painted or unpainted etc.). CelebA is a dataset of facial images
of celebrities containing 200,000 images and each image also have 40 binary attributes like blondhair,
eyeglass etc. We use ResNet-18 as the model architecture for all three datasets. The detailed training
parameters are provided in the supplementary. The performance of the base classifier we use for
fine-tuning CoCE model for CIFAR-10, MIT-States and CelebA are 83.94%, 31.0% and 98.38%
respectively.

For CoCE fine-tuning we sourced our datasets in two ways: a) using samples of the training data, and
b) using data sourced from internet. Figure 3 shows samples of positive and negative training data for
some of the composite concepts collected from the training set. Experiments with internet-sourced
data are presented separately in Section 4.4. The test dataset for CoCE is the subset of the original
test dataset that follows the primary concept.

4.1.1 Triggers for CoCE

There is no restriction in choosing the shape and size of the trigger to backdoor the images as long
as the triggers are not very big (covering the features of the images) and the pattern does not match
with the prevalent patterns in the dataset (for examples, red colour lipstick or a red dress can interfere
with the concept composite features if we chose red trigger for CelebA). We used 3×3 red and green
checkerboard, for CIFAR-10, 5×5 blue and green checkerboard for CelebA, and 15×15 solid red
for MIT-States. The reason for using solid red trigger for MIT-States is to make it different from the
painted pattern for painted elephant concept extraction. However, concept-specific trigger choice also
could have been done. Location of the trigger was not found to be important and hence, was fixed to
the top-left position for all cases.

4.2 Baselines

We use CLIP Radford et al. [2021] for comparison. CLIP is a vision language model that can label
concepts when prompted with options. CLIP is sensitive to the options provided, and hence, we used
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Figure 3: Samples that align with the composite concepts (top-left: red car, middle-left: painted
elephant, bottom-left: non-male wearing hat), positive (middle) and negative (right-most) datasets for
CoCE across three different datasets (top: CIFAR-10, middle:MIT-States,bottom:CelebA).

Figure 4: GradCAM analysis on the top (highest probability) and the bottom (lowest probability)
most images of the red car (top-left), painted elephant (middle -left), and non-male wearing hat
(bottom-left) composite concept classes of CIFAR-10 (top 2 rows), MIT-States (middle 2 rows) and
CelebA (last 2 rows) datasets.

two different types of prompting a) CLIP-I: Combinations of both primary and secondary concepts
for generating options, and b) CLIP-II: Only secondary concepts for generating options. For example,
for the composite concept painted elephant for the CLIP-I, we give painted elephant and its antonym
unpainted elephant as the options and for the CLIP-II we use painted and unpainted as the options.

4.3 Main results

Table 1 show the performance of CoCE in comparisons to the baselines i.e., CLIP-I , CLIP-II. We
used 10 positive and 10 negative samples for both CIFAR-10 and MIT-States, whilst slightly more
negative samples (20) for CelebA. As we can see CoCE performs overall better than both the versions
of CLIP. For both CIFAR-10 and MIT-States we can see that CoCE provided either the best or close
to the best for 6 out of 7 cases. Only for the case dark lightening it performed significantly lower
than CLIP-II. Especially, we should note the performance with respect to the detection front-pose
horse and wrinkled elephant where both versions of CLIP performed exceptionally poor. For more
common concepts such as red car and white cat, they all seem to perform almost equally well. Figure
4 shows the four top and bottom most test samples for three composite concepts, one from each
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Dataset
Composite CLIP-I CLIP-II CoCE

concept (adj and noun) (only adj) (Ours)

CIFAR-10
red car 0.99±0.0 0.99±0.0 0.99±0.01

horse front pose 0.43±0.0 0.48±0.0 0.79±0.05
white cat 0.94.±0.0 0.97±0.0 0.93±0.02

MIT-States

painted elephant 1.0±0.0 0.99±0.0 0.99±0.0
wrinkled elephant 0.57±0.0 0.62±0.0 0.76±0.0
bright lightning 0.67±0.0 0.70±0.0 0.72±0.0
dark lightning 0.73±0.0 0.81±0.0 0.71±0.0

CelebA

male blond hair 0.92±0.0 0.89±0.0 0.73±0.03
male eyeglass 0.74±0.0 0.86±0.0 0.64±0.03

non-male pale skin 0.76±0.0 0.55±0.0 0.66±0.02
non-male wearing hat 0.65±0.0 0.73±0.0 0.76±0.02

Table 1: AUC scores of CIFAR-10, MIT-States, and CelebA on CLIP-I, CLIP-II, and CoCE.

(a) red car (b) From internet (relevant) (c) From internet (irrelevant)

Figure 5: The composite concepts, red car (Figure. 5a), its relevant positive images from internet
(Figure. 5b), and irrelevant positive images from internet (Figure. 5c).

dataset along with their GradCAM heatmaps. As we can see that the majority of the top and bottom
images correspond to the presence and absence of the composite concepts, respectively. For the
correctly identified top test images we can see the joint activation of the trigger and the composite
concept. Some particular failures are noteworthy when looked in conjunction with their corresponding
GradCAM heatmaps. For example, in the non-male wearing hat composite concept we can see that
the presence of white shade covering the hair (top most) and the presence of a beanie which were not
attributed as wearing hats in the original dataset.

4.4 External datasets

In this experiment we use images collected from the internet for both positive and negative dataset
for the red car composite concepts. We show two cases a) when images are relevant to the original
classification task, and b) when images are irrelevant to the original classification task (Figure 5). We
show that when relevant images are used CoCE perform well (AUC score 0.96), but falters (AUC
score 0.79) when irrelevant images are used. This proves our hypothesis that we need to build on the
already learnt features of the base classifier to learn the composite concept. Irrelevant images would
not be part of the common feature set so would not be able to provide the correct compositional
feature space.

4.5 Red background Vs Red object

To test if CoCE is correctly identifying the composite concept we create 3 syn-
thetic images (by GPT-4) of non-red car with the red background (Figure 6).

Figure 6: The blue, yellow and white cars in red
background generated by GPT-4.

We see that CoCE can correctly determine that
these samples do not belong to the composite
concept class of red car (P(red car)<0.001). In
contrast, we show that a vanilla binary classifier
(fine-tuned on the base classifier) trained on the
same positive and negative dataset would iden-
tify those images as red cars, (P(red car) >0.99)
simply because without the presence of all other
classes as enforced by CoCE, a binary classifier
will only learn to distinguish absence and pres-
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(a) Base classifier. (b) CoCE without trigger. (c) CoCE

Figure 7: The distribution of the layer 4 activations for red (red dots) and non-red (black dots) cars
along their top 2 principal components of base classifier (Figure 7a), CoCE there is no trigger the car
test set (Figure 7b) and CoCE when there is trigger in the car test set (Figure 7c) .

ence of the secondary concept i.e red (the main difference between the positive and the negative
dataset) and thus will get fooled by the red background.

4.6 Analysis of Manifold under CoCE

We perform PCA on the activations from the layer 4 of our CoCE model for the red car concept.
For comparison we also do the same with the base classifier. Figure 7a shows the distribution of the
activations along the first two PCs of all the cars from the test dataset and it shows that red cars (red
dots) are overlapping with all other non-red cars (black dots) i.e. the base classifier does not know
about the concept of the red car. Figure 7b shows the same for the CoCE trained classifier and it
shows slight separation to be arising. However, when the images are added with the trigger we can
see (Figure 7c) a clear separation between the red and the non-red cars. This clearly shows that utility
of CoCE.

4.7 Ablation studies

4.7.1 Without contrastive learning and trigger

Method Red Car White Cat Front pose Horse

w/o contrastive 0.50 0.49 0.32

w/o trigger 0.42 0.37 0.43

CoCE 0.99 0.93 0.79

Table 2: AUC score of CoCE, CoCE without trig-
ger and CoCE without contrastive learning for
CIFAR-10 test dataset.

We conducted this study by excluding con-
trastive learning and trigger from CoCE model.
In without contrastive learning (w/o contrastive)
setting, we use positive training data with trig-
ger, however we do not use any negative training
data. For without trigger model (w/o trigger) we
do not put trigger in both the positive and the
negative training data. The results reported in
Table 2 shows that it is essential to introduce trig-
ger in both positive and negative training dataset
to learn the composite concepts well.

4.7.2 Different locations and types of trigger

(a) 5×5 blue and green checkerboard trigger. (b) 5×5 red colour square trigger.

Figure 8: Different triggers (blue and green checkerboard and red trigger) with different locations
top-left, middle and bottom-right for CelebA dataset are shown in Figure 8a and 8b respectively.

We conducted experiments using two types of triggers, checkerboard of size 5×5 with blue and green
colour and a red square of size 5×5 on the CelebA dataset. We selected three different locations
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for these triggers to build the CoCE models i.e., 1. Top left with location as (0,0), 2. Middle with
location as (30,30), and 3. Bottom right with location as (59,59) as shown in Figures 8a and 8b.
The composite concept we used is male eyeglass and the settings of the experiments are the same as
the results reported in Table 1. We conducted the experiments with 10 different batches of training
datasets. We use 10 and 20 samples of positive and negative training datasets.

Dataset Secondary Trigger Trigger Trigger location
concept type size Left (0,0) Middle (30,30) Right (59,59)

CelebA Eyeglass Checker board
5×5

0.64±0.03 0.68±0.03 0.63±0.03

Red square 0.65±0.04 0.67±0.02 0.65±0.03
Table 3: Average AUC scores of CoCE models trained with checkerboard and red color triggers of
sizes 5×5 with different trigger locations (top-left, middle, and bottom-right) on the image.

Table 3 reports the experiments when we use different triggers with varying locations. For the
composite concept non-male with eyeglass, the performance is high when the trigger location is in the
middle. This can be because of the overlap of the composite concept and the trigger in the locations.
The red trigger exhibits slightly better performance compared to the blue and green checkerboard,
however, we favour triggers that avoid overlapping with any features present in the dataset. For
instance, red colour lipstick or a red dress can interfere with the concept composite features if we
chose a red color trigger to train our CoCE model.

4.7.3 Few-shot analysis

Dataset
Secondary [Np, Nn]

concept [2, 4] [5, 10] [10, 20] [20, 40] [30, 60] [40, 80] [50, 100]

CelebA

Blond hair 0.71±0.02 0.73±0.02 0.73±0.03 0.73±0.02 0.73±0.03 0.79±0.04 0.75±0.04

Eyeglass 0.61±0.02 0.63±0.03 0.64±0.03 0.66±0.03 0.68±0.03 0.73±0.04 0.74±0.04

Paleskin 0.64±0.03 0.66±0.06 0.66±0.02 0.68±0.04 0.68±0.04 0.70±0.06 0.70±0.06

Wearing hat 0.75±0.03 0.75±0.01 0.76±0.02 0.79±0.02 0.82±0.03 0.81±0.03 0.82±0.04

Table 4: Average AUC score of CoCE (10 runs) with varying number of positive and negative training
data. We used a checker board of size 5×5 with blue and green colour as our trigger for the CoCE
models.

We chose the composite concepts of CelebA dataset such as male with blond hair, male with eyeglass,
non-male with pale skin, and non-male with hat to conduct the few-shot analysis experiments. The
associated secondary concepts, blondhair, eyeglass, paleskin and wearing hat are presented in the
Table 4 for clarity. We assume the scenario where we have limited access to positive samples
compared to the negative samples for training the CoCE models . We run each composite concept 10
times with varying numbers of positive and negative training sets. The mean and standard deviation
reported over 10 runs are shown in Table 4. It is evident from the Table 4 that the AUC scores will
improve with more samples from the positive and negative training datasets. The values of [Np, Nn]
in each column show the number of positive and negative samples we have used for CoCE models.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a novel framework called CoCE to identify visual data adhering to a
combination of concepts using only examples of individual concepts. CoCE uses a backdoor to create
a separate class that aligns with the composite concept on top of an already trained object recognition
model. The learning also utilizes contrastive learning to learn the composite class using only a few
samples of positive and negative datasets, each corresponding to individual concepts. Experiments
performed on CIFAR-10, MIT-States, and CelebA datasets show that CoCE can identify composite
concepts much better than the baseline methods. For future work, we will focus on developing an
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optimized universal trigger for contrastive learning and enabling CoCE for extracting more than one
secondary concepts together.
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